Fil Chenille & Compagnie

da: NEVA Editions

Modello: LIBFR-9782350552125

Known for its softness, chenille is an irresistible material to which Cendrine Armani has happily given way to. Easy to work with, you will only need to add cute tiny elements such as: pompoms, googly eyes, beads, buttons, and create plenty of different figures and characters!

70 pages in French.

Price: € 14.90 (incl. VAT)
Je crochète mes éponges Tawashi

Modello: LIBFR-9782350552279

Tawashi are crocheted sponges of all shapes and sizes, originally from Japan. You will be able to create lots of new designs for sponges that will serve many different purposes, such as dish washing, house cleaning and showering. Animals, fruits ghosts and other Kawai characters to cheer up your home with colors and fun shapes!

Author: Marie Guibert-Matt

48 pages in French.

Price: € 10.90 (incl. VAT)